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Noise properties of active matrix, flat-panel imagers under conditions relevant to diagnostic radi-
ology are investigated. These studies focus on imagers based upon arrays with pixels incorporating
a discrete photodiode coupled to a thin-film transistor, both fabricated from hydrogenated amor-
phous silicon. These optically sensitive arrays are operated with an overlying x-ray converter to
allow indirect detection of incident x rays. External electronics, including gate driver circuits and
preamplification circuits, are also required to operate the arrays. A theoretical model describing the
signal and noise transfer properties of the imagers under conditions relevant to diagnostic radiog-
raphy, fluoroscopy, and mammography is developed. This frequency-dependent model is based
upon a cascaded systems analysis wherein the imager is conceptually divided into a series of stages
having intrinsic gain and spreading properties. Predictions from the model are compared with x-ray
sensitivity and noise measurements obtained from individual pixels from an imager with a pixel
format of 153631920 pixels at a pixel pitch of 127mm. The model is shown to be in excellent
agreement with measurements obtained with diagnostic x rays using various phosphor screens. The
model is used to explore the potential performance of existing and hypothetical imagers for appli-
cation in radiography, fluoroscopy, and mammography as a function of exposure, additive noise,
and fill factor. These theoretical predictions suggest that imagers of this general design incorporat-
ing a CsI:Tl intensifying screen can be optimized to provide detective quantum efficiency~DQE!
superior to existing screen-film and storage phosphor systems for general radiography and mam-
mography. For fluoroscopy, the model predicts that with further optimization ofa-Si:H imagers,
DQE performance approaching that of the best x-ray image intensifier systems may be possible.
The results of this analysis suggest strategies for future improvements of this imaging technology.
© 1997 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.@S0094-2405~97!01401-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Detailed knowledge of the noise performance of an x-
imaging system is a crucial element in understanding
limitations of the system. Such an understanding is part
larly valuable during the initial development of a new tec
nology, since it can aid in the challenging task of syst
optimization. Active matrix, flat-panel imagers~AMFPIs!
are a new, rapidly developing x-ray imaging technolo
which could benefit from such insight. In this paper, we
port a theoretical and empirical investigation of the no
performance of a particular class of AMFPIs-those empl
ing an array with pixels consisting of a hydrogenated am
phous silicon~a-Si:H! thin-film transistor~TFT! coupled to
an a-Si:H photodiode sensor. In such imagers, the optica
sensitive array detects the x rays indirectly by means of
overlying material, such as a phosphor or scintillator, wh
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converts incident x rays to optical photons. External el
tronics control the readout and processing of analog sig
from the array.

Previously and in the context of fluoroscopic imagin
Schiebel et al.1 have published a spatial frequenc
dependent analysis of the signal and noise performance
small AMFPI of similar design based on a 200mm pitch,
1923192 pixel array~;3.833.8 cm2!. In addition, Chabbal
et al.2 have shown empirical, spatial frequency-depend
signal and noise measurements for ana-Si:H AMFPI incor-
porating a single diode switching element. Rosset al.3 have
reported a theoretical analysis of the noise performance o
imager based on the same general array design in the co
of x-ray diffraction for protein crystallography. Finally,
theoretical examination of the frequency-independent sig
and noise performance of direct-detection AMFPIs utilizi
an array with TFTs coupled to a thick amorphous–seleni
711)/71/19/$10.00 © 1997 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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layer has been published by Zhaoet al.4 The present pape
focuses on the development of a general theoretical si
and noise model for indirect-detection, TFT1photodiode
AMFPIs. This model is spatial frequency-dependent and
based upon a serial cascaded systems approach in whic
imaging system is conceptually divided into a number
discrete stages. Each stage represents a physical proces
ing intrinsic signal and noise transfer properties. The pow
in such an approach is that it allows an examination of
performance of not only the entire system, but also any s
set of the imaging chain. This provides a tool for identifyin
the individual stages which limit system performance an
guide for optimization of the entire system.

The model is based upon both a theoretical and empir
knowledge of the various stages in the imaging chain. In
paper, a brief background description of cascaded syst
analysis in the context of modeling the imaging properties
a-Si:H AMFPIs is given. In Sec. III the stages comprisin
the imaging chain are discussed with emphasis on proce
associated with the imaging array, and expressions for
signal and noise properties are derived. A partial confirm
tion of the validity of the analysis is provided by comparis
of model predictions with x-ray sensitivity and noise me
surements from individual pixels obtained from an imag
utilizing a large-area, high-resolution array.5 Experimental
determination of the frequency-dependent noise power s
trum is beyond the scope of the present paper. Rather
present paper is restricted to a description of the presamp
signal and noise properties of individual pixels, and char
teristics which depend upon the sampling matrix are not
cussed. Finally the model is used to explore the poten
performance of TFT1photodiode AMFPIs for various appli
cations in diagnostic x-ray imaging and under differe
modes of operation. The detective quantum efficiency~DQE!
for imagers in the context of diagnostic radiography, fluor
copy, and mammography is calculated as a function o
variety of system and irradiation conditions, and compa
sons are made with existing imaging technologies. Strate
for future optimization ofa-Si:H imaging systems and ex
tension of this formalism to other AMFPI designs are d
cussed.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Cascaded linear systems analysis

A cascaded linear systems model is used to model
signal and noise performance ofa-Si:H imagers because o
the simplicity and physical intuitiveness of such an approa
Such analysis has been shown to accurately describe the
nal and noise performance of other imaging systems.6,7 The
model requires that the system have a linear~or linearizable!
and shift-invariant signal response. In addition, image no
is expressed in terms of the noise power spectrum, wh
requires that the noise processes be stationary.8 The effect of
nonlinear signal response is discussed in Sec. III B 4,
since discussion in the present manuscript is limited to p
sampling signal and noise properties, the assumption of s
invariance is appropriate. The presampling signal is the
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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nal which, if evaluated~i.e., sampled!at positions corre-
sponding to the centers of each detector element, gives
correct values for each element. Furthermore, the syste
assumed ergodic~and therefore stationary8!, so that the indi-
vidual pixel noise may be determined from either an e
semble of pixels or from a single pixel measured repeate

The cascaded systems approach represents the ima
system as a series of discrete stages, where each stage
resents either a quantum gain or spatial spreading~blurring!
process. Each of these processes has signal and noise tra
characteristics as described by Rabbaniet al.9 with the rela-
tionship between the input and output signal and noise g
erned by the properties summarized in Fig. 1. For each st
i , the signal is described by the distribution of image quan
qi(x,y), and the noise is described by the noise power sp
trum ~NPS!,Si(u,v), where (x,y) and (u,v) are orthogonal
spatial and spatial-frequency coordinates, respectively
process which changes the mean number of image quan
described by a gain stage and characterized by an intri
average gain,ḡi , and a variance in that gain,sgi

2 . A process

which changes the spatial distribution of the image quant
described by a spreading stage and characterized by
modulation transfer function~MTF!, Ti(u,v), given by the
modulus of the Hankel transform of the point spre
function10 ~PSF!,pi(x,y). The NPS associated with additiv
noise sources is represented bySadd(u,v). The entire system
is represented as a serial cascade of such gain and spre
stages, where the output of one stage provides the inpu
the subsequent stage. This analysis requires that each
represent either a gain or a spreading process,9,11 and the
order of the stages must reflect the physical imaging syst
If the gain, noise, and spreading properties of each stage
known, then the performance of the entire system may
deduced.

B. Signal transfer properties of gain and spreading
stages

The signal transfer properties of a stage determine h
the distribution of image quanta,qi(x,y), is transferred to the

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the properties governing the signal a
noise transfer for gain and spreading stages.
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73 Siewerdsen et al. : Noise performance of flat-panel imagers 73
output of the stage. For a gain stage, the mean fluenc
output quanta,q̄i , is directly related to the mean fluence
input quanta,q̄i21, by the mean gain,ḡi ,

q̄i5ḡi q̄i21 ~gain stage!. ~1a!

A stochastic spreading stage changes the spatial distribu
of the image quanta by randomly displacing each quan
by a distance with probability described by the normaliz
PSF,

qi~x,y!5qi21~x,y!** spi~x,y!

~stochastic spreading stage!, ~1b!

where** s represents this two-dimensional stochastic spre
ing process.12 It is written in this form for comparison with a
~‘‘conventional’’! convolution and has been referred to as
‘‘stochastic’’ convolution.12 Equation ~1b! represents the
physical process of randomly displacing individual qua
according to a probability described by the PSF. This wo
occur, for example, when light photons generated in a s
tillating phosphor are randomly scattered before reaching
exit surface. By contrast, a spreading stage such as inte
tion of quanta by an aperture is described by a conventio
convolution:12

qi~x,y!5qi21~x,y!** P i~x/ax ,y/ay!

~deterministic spreading stage!, ~1c!

where P i(x/ax ,y/ay) is a two-dimensional rect function
with dimensions corresponding to the width,ax , and length,
ay , of the sampling aperture. This integration~‘‘counting’’!
of quanta corresponds to convolution with a rect of un
height and is referred to as a ‘‘deterministic’’ spreadi
stage.

C. Noise transfer properties of gain and spreading
stages

The noise transfer properties of a stage determine how
second-order statistics of the distribution of image quanta
transferred to the output. For a gain stage, the average
and gain-variance determine the noise transfer,9

Si~u,v !5ḡi
2Si21~u,v !1sgi

2 q̄i211Saddi~u,v !

(gain stage). ~2a!

Note that for an ideal, unity gain stage@ḡi51, sgi
2 5 0, and

Saddi(u,v)50# the NPS is unaffected. It is often convenie
to express the gain-variance in terms of the Poisson exce11

egi, which describes the relative amount by which the ga
variance exceeds that of a Poisson distribution or, alte
tively, in terms of the statistical~Swank!factor.13

For a stochastic spreading stage, the noise transfer is
scribed by the relation of Rabbaniet al.,9

Si~u,v !5@Si21~u,v !2q̄i21#Ti
2~u,v !1q̄i21

~stochastic spreading stage!. ~2b!

Equation~2b! indicates that for a stochastic spreading sta
the correlated component of the noise [Si21(u,v)2q̄i21] is
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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modulated by the square of the MTF, whereas the unco
lated component (q̄i21) is unaffected.9 For a deterministic
spreading stage, the NPS is transferred directly by the sq
of the MTF,14

Si~u,v !5Si21~u,v !Ti
2~u,v !

~deterministic spreading stage!. ~2c!

Equations~2b! and ~2c! indicate that for an ideal spreadin
stage@Ti(u,v)51# the NPS is unaffected.

A property exists which is often useful in simplifying th
representation of complicated systems involving a numbe
consecutive binomial selection processes8 ~e.g., stages repre
senting absorption or attenuation!. A consecutive series o
such stages (j , j11,j12,...,j1n) can be equivalently repre
sented as a single stage,i , with mean gain given by a linea
combination of the individual gains,

ḡi5)
k50

n

ḡj1k ~3a!

and gain-variance given by the relation for a binomial p
cess,

sgi
2 5ḡi~12ḡi !. ~3b!

Furthermore, although it is generally important to have
gain and spreading stages describing the system in a ce
order, a special case exists with regard to binomial selec
and stochastic spreading stages. The order of such st
may be reversed without affecting the transfer of signal
noise through the imaging chain~i.e., binomial selection and
stochastic spreading stages commute12!.

D. Quantum accounting diagrams

The noise transfer characteristics of imaging systems
strongly influenced by the number of image quanta propa
ing through each stage. In particular, an insufficient num
of quanta can lead to secondary quantum sinks.11,15 The
propagation of image quanta through the cascade of gain
spreading stages representing an imaging system ma
plotted schematically in a spatial frequency-dependent qu
tum accounting diagram~QAD!.11 The QAD plots the run-
ning product, QADi(u,v), of the gains and squared MTFs
each stage in the system~normalized to unity at stage 0! and
is useful both as an intuitive tool to understand the trans
characteristics of the system and as a means of identifyin
which stage and at what frequencies quantum sinks occ

Cascaded systems analysis has been used to mode
performance of a number of x-ray imaging systems. C
ninghamet al.11 and Westmoreet al.16 discussed the tech
nique in relation to a hypothetical system composed o
change-coupled device~CCD! camera and a luminescen
phosphor. Spekowiuset al.7 applied similar formalism in de-
scribing the transfer characteristics of an x-ray image int
sifier ~XRII! system. Maidment and Yaffe17 demonstrated
the applicability of such analysis by measuring the DQE o
scanned-slot mammographic imager, and Bissonetteet al.6

applied a cascaded systems model in describing the DQ
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a video-based portal imaging system. The signal, noise, a
DQE for flat-panel,a-Si:H x-ray imagers may be similarly
analyzed.18

III. METHODS AND MATERIALS

A. A cascaded systems model for a flat-panel, x-ray
imaging system

A schematic cross section of a single pixel from a
a-Si:H AMFPI is shown in Fig. 2. A fraction of the x rays
incident on the detector interact in the converting material
produce optical photons. These photons spread and are p
tially attenuated within the converter, and those that exit th
lower surface of the screen may contribute to the measur
signal. Photons transmitted through layers overlying the ph
todiode may interact in the intrinsic layer of thea-Si:H sen-
sor, creating electron–hole (e–h) pairs which are collected
by means of an applied electric field. The imaging signal
read out by switching the TFT to a conducting state via th
voltage applied on the gate line, and the signal is pass
along a data line and integrated by charge-sensitive ampl
ers external to the array. The analog signals are then mu
plexed, digitized, and sent to a computer.

This system and the physical processes which govern
performance can be represented schematically in a QAD
shown in Fig. 3. The stages shown in Fig. 3 are explaine
below, and only a cursory description of each is offered her
Stage 0 represents the Poisson-distributed incident x-ray d
tribution ~normalized to unity!; stage 1 represents absorptio
of incident x rays in the converting medium; stage 2 repre
sents the generation and emission of optical photons in t
converter; stage 3 represents the spread of these optical p
tons within the converter; stage 4 represents the coupling
optical photons to the active photodiode; and stage 5 rep
sents the integration of quanta by the photodiode sens
Sources of additive electronic noise are included at stage
Each stage is either a gain or a spatial spreading stage,
the various curves correspond to different values of spat
frequency. Note that for the zero-frequency (u5v50) plot,
the number of useful image quanta is unaffected by the sp
tial spreading stages, since the MTF is unity. At higher fre

FIG. 2. Schematic cross section~not to scale! of a singlea-Si:H imaging
pixel.
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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quencies, however, stochastic spreading results in a
~blurring! of image information and a corresponding d
crease in DQE. In the following subsections, the parame
governing the signal and noise transfer characteristics of
system are discussed for each stage in the QAD.

0. Stage 0: Incident x-ray quanta

A spectrum of Poisson-distributed incident x-ray quanta
considered [S0(u,v)5q̄0].

10 For a given x-ray spectrum in
cident upon the imager, the mean fluence,q̄0, per unit expo-
sure,X ~in units of mR!, is calculated as in Ref. 19:

q̄0
X

5E
0

` kqrel~E!

E@mab~E!/r#air
dE ~units: x rays/mm2/mR!.

~4!

The value ofk is a constant~5.453108 eV/g/mR!determined
by the definition of the Roentgen and desired units, a
qrel(E) is the normalized incident x-ray spectrum.E has
units of electron-volts~eV!, and@mab(E)/r#air is the energy
absorption coefficient~cm2/g! for air.

1. Stage 1: Interaction of incident x-ray quanta in
converter

Stage 1 is a gain stage representing the interaction o
cident x-ray quanta in the converting medium, whereḡ1 is
the mean fraction of x rays that interact in such a way as
produce light. For an x-ray spectrum incident upon a co
verting material with interaction coefficient@m(E)/r# and
surface densityd ~g/cm2!, the mean gain is given by

ḡ15
*0
Emaxq0~E!~12e2@m~E!/r#d!dE

*0
Emaxq0~E!dE

. ~5!

Since this interaction process obeys binomial statistics~i.e.,
either an x ray interacts to produce optical photons, or it d
not!, the associated gain-variance is given by Eq.~3b!. For

FIG. 3. A quantum accounting diagram showing the various stages gov
ing the signal and noise transfer for thea-Si:H imaging system. The three
plots correspond to various spatial frequencies: solid line~u5v50 mm21!;
dashed line~u5v55 mm21!; dotted line~u5v510 mm21!. For the lower
spatial frequencies, absorption of primary x rays~stage 1!represents the
quantum sink for the system. At the highest spatial frequency, howeve
secondary quantum sink occurs at stage 3, indicating that the imaging
formance is limited by the spatial resolution of the converter. See the
for details regarding each stage.
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an imaging system which relies upon indirect detection o
rays, ḡ1 ~the quantum efficiency of the converter! is the up-
per limit of the DQE.

2. Stage 2: Generation and emission of optical
quanta

Stage 2 represents the combined effects of generation
emission of optical quanta from the x-ray converter. The
two processes are discussed separately in Secs. III A 2 a and
III A 2 b, but they are combined in a single stage in t
QAD, since the effective gain and gain-variance of the co
bined processes are measurable quantities.20–24The quantum
gain, ḡ2, equals the product of the gains of the substa
~ḡ25ḡ2aḡ2b!, and the gain-variance involves the combin
effects of conversion noise~substage 2a!and escape effi-
ciency ~substage 2b!. The overall gain and gain-varian
may be obtained from measured absorbed energy distr
tions ~AEDs!20–22,24for a given converter, thereby ensurin
that effects due to both the amount of energy absorbed
the amount of light exiting the converter are taken in
account.25

a. Generation of optical quanta.For an incident x-ray
spectrum, the average number of optical quanta produced
interacting x ray is given by

ḡ2a5
*0
Emaxq1~E!ḡ2a~E!dE

*0
Emaxq1~E!dE

, ~6!

whereq1(E) is the spectrum of interacting x rays andḡ2a(E)
is the mean number of quanta generated per interacting x
of energyE. The amount of energy deposited in the co
verter per interacting x ray is subject to fluctuation~conver-
sion noise!and may be analyzed from AEDs.13,20–22,24For
the case of monoenergetic x rays, the moments of the A
are related to the mean gain and gain-variance of the c
verter. In the case of an energy spectrum, the effective g
variance is determined by averaging the moments of the
noenergetic AEDs over the absorbed spectrum and
combining the averaged moments to obtain the Swank fa
or Poisson excess. As noted by Swank,13 it is incorrect to
average the Swank factor or Poisson excess over the s
trum directly.

b. Emission of optical quanta.Due to attenuation of op
tical photons within the converting medium, only a fractio
ḡ2b, of the photons generated in the converter will exit
ward the imaging array. Various models have been propo
to describe this process and estimate the escape fracti23

Since this process involves attenuation of quanta, it is
sumed to follow binomial statistics, with gain-variance giv
by Eq. ~3b!.

3. Stage 3: Spatial spreading of optical quanta in
converting screen

Stage 3 describes the stochastic spreading of optical
tons in the converting medium, characterized by the scr
MTF, T3(u,v). This is the first stage for which frequenc
dependence becomes evident, and it is seen in Fig. 3
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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blurring in the screen reduces the QAD at nonzero spa
frequencies. In the general case of an x-ray spectrum incid
upon the converter, an empirical screen MTF obtained w
the appropriate incident spectrum may be used. Although
physical processes of spatial spreading~stage 3!and self-
attenuation~stage 2b!of optical quanta in the converter ar
coincident, the order of these stages in the QAD is unimp
tant, since stochastic spreading and binomial selection st
commute.

4. Stage 4: Coupling of optical quanta

Stage 4 is a series of binomial selection substages re
senting the coupling of optical quanta to the detector e
ments. The substages described below represent four
cesses which affect the coupling efficiency:~a! transmission
of photons through layers overlying the photodiode,~b! re-
flection at interfaces between overlying layers,~c! absorption
of photons in the photodiode and conversion toe–h pairs,
and~d! collection of charge from the photodiode. Since ea
substage follows binomial statistics the coupling efficien
ḡ4, is given by Eq.~3a! and the gain-variance by Eq.~3b!.
Furthermore, the order in which each substage is consid
is unimportant, since binomial selection stages comm
The coupling efficiency of the photodiodes can be measu
as shown in Fig. 2 of the companion paper.5

a. Transmission through layers overlying photodiode.As
shown schematically in Fig. 2, a number of layers over
the i -layer of the photodiode and partially attenuate opti
photons emitted from the converter. These layers includ
thin passivation layer which protects the surface of the arr
a semitransparent, conductive layer of indium tin oxi
which provides an equipotential surface for the applied p
todiode bias voltage; and a layer of doped material wh
provides a semiconductor junction. The mean fraction of
tical photons transmitted through each layer can be co
puted from the optical spectrum,qi21~l!, the linear attenua-
tion coefficient,m~l!, and thickness,d, of each layer,

ḡi5
*lmin

lmaxqi21~l!e2m~l!ddl

*lmin

lmaxqi21~l!dl
, ~7!

wherel represents the wavelength of the optical quanta,
lmin andlmax are the shortest and longest wavelengths,
spectively, in the optical spectrum. Transmission of qua
through each layer obeys binomial statistics, and the ef
tive gain for substage 4a is given by a linear combination
the individual gains computed using Eq.~7! for each layer.

b. Reflection at layer interfaces.Substage 4a describe
the transmission of optical quanta through layers overly
the photodiode, but at each layer interface optical qua
may be reflected due to unmatched indexes of refraction
tween materials in adjacent layers. Such reflections ten
reduce the total coupling efficiency of the detector.16 Since
this process obeys binomial statistics~either a photon is re-
flected or it is transmitted!, the net effect of reflections at
interfaces can be described by a single substage, 4b. Fur
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more, the gain and gain-variance corresponding to each
terface can be combined@Eqs.~3a!and~3b!# to describe the
transfer across all of the interfaces.

c. Absorption of optical photons and conversion to e–h
pairs. Substage 4c describes the absorption of optical p
tons and conversion toe–h pairs in thei -layer of thea-Si:H
photodiode. Although the processes of absorption and c
version could be treated in separate substages, for succ
ness they are combined. For a sufficiently thick~>1mm! i -
layer, it is expected that nearly all of the incident optic
photons will be absorbed.26 Similarly, it is assumed that eac
absorbed photon results in the creation of a singlee–h pair.
Therefore, this stage is characterized by a gain and g
variance ofḡ4c;1 andsgd

2 ; 0, respectively~i.e., this stage

approximates a deterministic, unity gain process!.
d. Collection of e–h pairs. Due to metastable trappin

states in the intrinsica-Si:H,27 only a fraction of the charge
generated in the photodiode on a given frame is collecte
signal. The fraction of charge lost to traps depends on
electric field across the photodiode, which in turn is det
mined by a number of operating parameters, such as ph
diode bias voltage and signal level.28 The mean number o
electrons collected per absorbed optical photon is the m
gain for this substage and, assuming that the electrical qu
either fall into a trapping state or do not, the substage
taken to obey binomial statistics, with gain-variance given
Eq. ~3b!. In radiography, where an image is acquired follo
ing a brief exposure, the average gain is directly related
the quantityQtrap described in the companion paper.5 Al-
though the charge lost to traps could be at least parti
collected by readout of subsequent frames, it is assume
this discussion that only a single frame is read following
radiographic exposure.

In fluoroscopy, where frames are continually read un
irradiation, the situation is somewhat different. The sta
responsible for charge trapping are metastable, and trap
charge is released over a characteristic lifetime.27 Therefore,
charge generated and trapped in previous frames may b
leased and collected in the current frame. Under conditi
of constant irradiation, signal equilibrium is reached wh
the amount of charge entering traps equals the amount b
released, and the effective mean gain approaches unity.
effect of charge trapping and release upon signal size is
cussed in the companion paper~Fig. 9!,5 where radiographic
and fluoroscopic signal response are compared. The phen
ena of charge trapping and release have an interesting e
on the noise measured in fluoroscopic mode and are
scribed in Sec. III B 3.

5. Stage 5: Integration of quanta by photodiode

Stage 5 is a deterministic spreading stage representing
integration of quanta by the photodiode and characterized
the presampling pixel MTF,T5(u,v). Since both the
frequency-dependent signal~squared!and NPS are operate
upon identically in a deterministic spreading stage, there
no net effect upon DQE. For this reason, the QAD shows
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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degradation at stage 5, but the stage is included explicitly
that its effect upon the signal and noise, individually, is tak
into account.

Discrete photodiodea-Si:H arrays show excellent isola
tion of signal between neighboring pixels, with MTF dete
mined accurately by the sampling aperture.29,30For such im-
agers, however, only a fraction of the total pixel area
sensitive to light, and the sampling aperture,apd, is related to
the pixel pitch,apix , by the fill factor, f pd,

apd
2 5 f pdapix

2 . ~8!

Reflection of optical photons from metal lines, which cou
affect the sensitivity and MTF of the pixel, is found empir
cally to be small and is assumed negligible.

For analysis of the presampling signal and noise prop
ties of individual photodiode sensors, the nominal unit a
is given by that of the optically sensitive photodiode; the
fore, only the size of the sampling aperture,apd, is relevant.
Analysis of the sampled properties of the imagers,31 how-
ever, would involve the sampling interval,apix , and fill fac-
tor explicitly. This paper describes empirical and theoreti
aspects of the presampling signal and noise transfer,
analysis of the sampled signal and noise, including the
fects of aliasing, is beyond the scope of this paper.

6. Additive electronic noise

Four sources of additive electronic noise are conside
~a! intrinsic noise from thea-Si:H pixel, spix ; ~b! noise due
to voltage fluctuations on the gate and bias lines,slin ; ~c!
noise from the amplifier,samp; and ~d! digitization noise
from the analog-to-digital converters~ADCs!,sADC . All sig-
nal and noise values will be referred to the amplifier input
units of electrons, and the amplifier gain does not app
explicitly in the analysis. Since each noise source is stat
cally independent, the variances add, giving a total addi
variance,sadd

2 ,

sadd
2 5spix

2 1s lin
2 1samp

2 1sADC
2 . ~9a!

The additive noise components in Eq.~9a! are discussed
briefly below.

a. Additive intrinsic pixel noise.The intrinsic pixel noise
may be analyzed by considering individual noise comp
nents, including photodiode and TFT 1/f noise and shot
noise and TFT thermal noise.32 Calculations which use the
measured noise power spectra of photodiodes33 and TFTs34

indicate that TFT thermal noise is typically the domina
component under relevant array operating conditions. C
sidering the pixel circuit as a capacitor~the photodiode!in
series with a resistor~the TFT!, the pixel noise due to TFT
thermal noise is given by35

spix
2 5kBTCpdF12expS 22t

RonCpd
D G . ~9b!

In Eq. ~9b!, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,T is the absolute
temperature,Cpd is the capacitance of the photodiode~typi-
cally ;1 pF, depending on pixel design!,t is the sampling
time ~typically ;500 ms!, andRon is the resistance of the
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TFT in the conducting state~;1 MV!.36 For t@RonCpd, the
term in parentheses approaches unity. Furthermore,
noise component is manifest twice—once as a result of
thermal noise integrated by the amplifier on the curr
cycle, and once as a result of the thermal noise integrate
the photodiode on the previous cycle. Since these contr
tions are equal and independent, the resulting varianc
doubled,

spix
2 '2kBTCpd. ~9c!

This analysis is consistent with results presented by Schi
et al.1

b. Additive capacitive coupling noise.A second source
of additive noise is due to fluctuations in voltage on the g
and bias lines. Overlap capacitance within the TFTs and
pacitance between gate, bias, and data lines couple t
fluctuations to the data lines, resulting in noise,slin , at the
preamplifier input. The magnitude of the coupled noise
been estimated from measurements,37 and it can be mini-
mized through careful array design and/or correlated dou
sampling.

c. Additive amplifier noise. An approximation of the
noise due to the integrating amplifier may be obtained us
a model which considers a capacitance,Cin , connected to its
input. As detailed by Motchenbacher,38 the amplifier may be
modeled as a noiseless device with a spectral voltage n
source in series with the inputs. The variance in charge
to the amplifier is obtained by integrating over all freque
cies the voltage noise~squared!multiplied byCin

2 . The result
is that the amplifier noise is given by a constant ‘‘bas
noise plus a term which increases withCin . For large area
AMFPIs, this is an important consideration, sinceCin can be
large~;50–100 pF! due to the capacitance of the data line

d. Additive digitization noise.Finally, digitization noise
due to ADCs can be included in the total additive noise. T
noise source is due to the quantization of the signal am
tude and has been discussed in detail elsewhere.39–41

B. Signal and noise transfer

In this section, expressions are derived for the x-ray s
sitivity and noise for individual pixels of ana-Si:H imager.
The x-ray sensitivity~Sec. III B 1!describes the average sig
nal collected from a pixel per unit exposure and is prop
tional to the product of the quantum gains described in S
III A. The individual pixel noise under x-ray irradiation~Sec.
III B 2 ! is obtained by calculating the presampling NPS a
integrating over all spatial frequencies. In Sec. III B 3, t
effect of charge trapping and release on the noise is
cussed, and in Sec. III B 4 the effect of nonlinearity and sa
ration on the noise is considered.

1. Signal transfer and x-ray sensitivity

The cascaded systems approach provides a straigh
ward means of calculating the average signal collected un
x-ray irradiation using Eq.~1a!. The mean signal response
the system is related simply to a linear combination of
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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system gains. Defined as the average signal collected per
exposure, the x-ray sensitivity is the average slope of
signal response, given by

G5apd
2 q̄0

X
ḡ1ḡ2ḡ4 ~units: e/mR!. ~10!

This analysis describes the average signal read for a g
uniform exposure, assuming a linear detector response. S
an assumption is valid across a large fraction~up to;90%!
of the sensitive range ofa-Si:H imaging pixels at norma
operating photodiode bias voltage.5,42

2. Noise power spectrum and individual pixel
noise

Considering the QAD of Fig. 3, the presampling NP
S5(u,v), can be determined from Eqs.~2a!, ~2b!, ~2c! and
the properties discussed in Sec. III A. As derived in Appe
dix A, Eq. ~A5!, the presampling NPS is

S5~u,v !5apd
4 q̄0ḡ1ḡ2ḡ4@11ḡ4~ ḡ21eg2!T3

2~u,v !#

3T5
2~u,v !1Sadd~u,v !, ~11!

where Sadd(u,v) is the NPS associated with the additiv
noise sources described in Sec. III A 6.

The variance is given by the two-dimensional integ
over the NPS.10 Assuming that the system is ergodic, th
variance describes the fluctuations in signal from eithe
collection of pixels in a single frame or from repeated me
surements of a single pixel. As shown in Appendix B, E
~B4!, the individual pixel variance at stage 5 of the imagi
chain is

sN5
2 5apd

2 q̄0ḡ1ḡ2ḡ4@11ḡ4~ ḡ21eg2!s#1sadd
2 , ~12!

where the ‘‘sharpness factor,’’s, is defined as in Eq.~B3! in
relation to the system MTFs and accounts for the effects
image blur on the noise,

s[apd
2 E

2`

1`E
2`

1`

T3
2~u,v !T5

2~u,v !dudv. ~13!

Note that the sharpness factor has values 0<s<1, wheres is
unity for the case of an ideal converter@i.e., forT3(u,v)51#.
The result for the individual pixel variance shown in Eq.~12!
accounts for the magnitude of the incident fluence, the qu
tum gains and gain-variances of the imaging system,
image blur described by the system MTFs~contained in the
sharpness factor!.

For comparison, a simple derivation of the ‘‘zero
frequency’’ pixel variance may be obtained by consideri
counting statistics alone. Analogous to Eq.~2a! is the rela-
tion for zero-frequency noise transfer,8

sNi
2 5ḡi

2sNi21

2 1sgi
2 N̄i211saddi

2 . ~14a!

Considering only the gain stages of the QAD and tak
sN0
2 5N̄05apd

2 q̄0 yields the following zero-frequency resul

sN5
2 5apd

2 q̄0ḡ1ḡ2ḡ4@11ḡ4~ ḡ21eg2!#1sadd
2 , ~14b!
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which differs from Eq.~12! by the sharpness factor. The tw
relations are equal in the cases51; therefore, the zero
frequency case is identical to assuming either a perfect c
verting screen or an infinitely large photodiode. Compared
the frequency-dependent analysis, the zero-frequency
proach always overestimates the individual pixel varian
and consideration of the frequency-dependent noise tran
properties as derived in Appendices A and B is necessar
order to account for the effect of image blur.

3. The effect of charge trapping and release
(image lag) on noise

For an imager operated in fluoroscopic mode, analysis
the noise transfer properties should account for the effect
charge trapping and release~which cause charge carryove
between frames, visually perceived as ‘‘lag’’! described in
Sec. III A ~substage 4d!. Charge carryover reduces the fl
tuations in signal read from a pixel by correlating inform
tion between frames. This effect has been noted
others,43,44 and the simple deterministic approximation co
sidered here is similar to that of Matsunagaet al.44 Figure 4
summarizes the model describing the effect of charge ca
over on pixel noise. For thenth frame,G(n) is the number of
photogenerated electrons,Q(n) is the number of electron
available for readout, andR(n) is the amount of charge rea
out.Nint(n) andNext(n) are the number of additive noise ele
trons generated within and external to the photodiode,
spectively, in frame (n). The parametert is defined as the
fraction of Q(n) which is trapped in the photodiode afte
readout~equal to the quantityQtrap in the companion paper

5!.
The individual pixel noise is related to the variance

R(n) , sR(n)
2 , and is dependent upon the parametert. As

shown in Appendix C, the variance in pixel signal und
fluoroscopic operation is

sR~n!

2 5S 12t

11t D ~sG~n!

2 1sNint~n!

2 !1sNext~n!

2 . ~15!

The termsG(n)

2 corresponds to fluctuations due to incide

x-ray quanta, whereassNint(n)
2 andsNext(n)

2 correspond to the

additive noise. For the case of zero charge carryover~t50!,
Eq. ~15! reduces to Eq.~12!. In general, 0,t,1, and charge
carryover suppresses fluctuations in the number of elect
collected from the photodiode. Since all of the significa

FIG. 4. Schematic diagram illustrating the process of charge trapping
release, which results in charge carryover, or image lag, between succe
frames.
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additive noise sources discussed in Sec. III A occur exte
to the photodiode,sNint(n)

2 ' 0 andsNext(n)
2 ' sadd

2 , and combin-

ing Eqs.~12! and ~15! gives

sN5
2 5S 12t

11t Dapd2 q̄0ḡ1ḡ2ḡ4@11ḡ4~ ḡ21eg2!s#1sadd
2 .

~16!

4. The effect of signal nonlinearity and saturation
on noise

Despite the highly linear response exhibited by a-S
imaging pixels, at sufficiently high signal levels the lineari
degrades and the pixels saturate. The above formulas
signal and noise assume a linear detector response, but a
linearity degrades, the output noise~and sensitivity!is sup-
pressed since the effective gain of the system is reduced
saturation the quantum noise is completely suppressed,10 and
the output noise is due solely to additive noise sourc
These effects may be incorporated in the noise analysis
considering a signal response function,N̄5(X), plotted versus
exposure~as in Fig. 9 of the companion paper5! or versus the
average number of incident x rays,N̄0. The slope of this
function defines the dynamic, exposure-dependent gain
the system:

g[
d

dN̄0

N̄5~X!. ~17!

At low signal levels where detector response is linear,g is
given by the product of the system gains~g5ḡ1ḡ2ḡ4}G!. At
higher signal levels, however,g decreases rapidly and ap
proaches zero at saturation.

With this definition and Eq.~16!, the dynamic gain may
be included in the noise analysis by substitutingg5ḡ1ḡ2ḡ4 ,
where the dependence upon exposure arises from decre
signal collection efficiency~included in ḡ4! at high signal
levels. Thus, the pixel variance can be written as

sN5
2 5S 12t

11t Dapd2 q̄0gF11
g

ḡ1ḡ2
S g

ḡ1ḡ4
1eg2D sG1sadd

2 .

~18!

In this analysis, accurate knowledge of all system parame
is still necessary, and incorporation of the dynamic gain
no way represents a normalization of the calculations to m
surements. Inclusion of the dynamic gain simply accou
for reduced efficiency at high signal levels. For low sign
levels, Eq.~18! reduces to Eq.~16!. For signal levels above
saturation~g→0!, the noise at the output of the detector
given solely by the additive noise sources, as expected.

C. Empirical determination of signal and noise
properties

In order to provide partial verification of the theoretic
analysis described in Sec. III B, theoretical predictions
signal and noise for individual pixels were compared aga
empirically determined values. These empirical data w
acquired radiographically and fluoroscopically from an im
ager incorporating a 153631920 pixel array with a pixel

d
ive
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pitch of 127mm, the construction and operation of which a
described in the companion paper.5 Measurements were pe
formed using three commercially available Gd2O2S:Tb con-
verters: Lanex Fine~;34 mg/cm2!, Lanex Regular~;70
mg/cm2!, and Lanex Fast-B~;133 mg/cm2! and using an
x-ray source also described in Ref. 5. The exposure or ex
sure rate at the surface of the imager was measured usin
ion chamber and dosimeter~Keithley models 96035 and
35050A, respectively!. Specifically, the calculated x-ray s
sitivity of individual pixels was compared against the me
surements reported in Refs. 5 and 45.

The noise properties of individual pixels were measu
under x-ray irradiation as a function of exposure to the
tector. At a given exposure,N samples from each pixel wer
acquired to form a realization, and each realization was
vided into n groups. For a given realization, the standa
deviation in pixel signal,sn , was computed for each group
and the results from then groups were averaged to yield th
noise value. Since several minutes were typically require
obtain a single realization, it was necessary to account
correlated fluctuations arising from drift in output of th
x-ray tube. To eliminate this noise component, the analy
method described above was performed using realizat
consisting of the difference in signal from pairs of wide
separated pixels~with the resulting noise value divided by&
to account for the subtraction!.46 The resulting noise value
s̄, was reported at the mean exposure for each pixel pair,
the associated error ins̄ was found by computing the stan
dard deviation insn over the n groups and dividing by
An.46

Measurements of the individual pixel noise were p
formed at 90 kVp over the entire signal range of the detec
All noise measurements were performed at SID561 cm, and
the exposure to the detector was controlled by adjusting
tube current at constant frame time~;1 s for measurement
performed in fluoroscopic mode!. All other array operationa
parameters were the same as for the x-ray sensiti
measurements.5 Realizations consisting of 200 samples ea
were obtained for eight pixels~4 pixel pairs!, and each rea
ization was divided into 10 groups.~Hence,N5200 and
n510.! Each pixel pair consisted of two pixels lying alon
the same gate line; therefore the above analysis elimin
correlated noise arising from drift in x-ray tube output
well as that due to fluctuations in gate and photodiode b
line voltage~slin!. The resulting noise value is due almo
entirely to fluctuations in the input quanta, inherent pix
noise, and additive amplifier noise.

D. Comparison of empirical and theoretical signal
and noise

Empirical x-ray sensitivity and individual pixel nois
were compared to theoretical results obtained using Eqs.~10!
and ~18!, respectively. This section describes the manne
which the parameters appearing in Eqs.~10! and ~18! were
estimated. The incident x-ray spectra were approximated
ing Ref. 47. The quantum efficiency of the Gd2O2S:Tb con-
verters was obtained using Eq.~5!, with the interaction
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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coefficients48 of the component materials combined relati
to weight. Direct detection of x rays by the thin~;1 mm!
a-Si:H photodiode is small~;0.01%! and, although each
direct interaction can produce thousands of second
electrons,49 this effect was neglected in the present analys
The energy-dependent quantum gain and Poisson exce
the converters was obtained from measured AEDs,20 which
describe the combined processes of generation and emis
of optical quanta, as described in Sec. III A~stage 2!. The
MTF of Lanex Fine, Regular, and Fast-B converters w
approximated by a Lorentzian fit to empirical data~provided
by P. C. Bunch, Ph.D., Eastman Kodak Co.!:

T3~u,v !'
1

11H•~u21v2!
, ~19!

whereH is a fitting parameter describing the relative blur
the screen.

The coupling efficiency of the photodiode was estima
by integrating the measured pixel quantum efficiency5 over
the incident emission spectrum.50 This estimate suggests tha
absorption in the overlyingp-layer and collection of charge
from the intrinsic layer dominate the total coupling ef
ciency, and absorption in other overlying layers and refl
tion at interfaces is small in comparison. The charge ca
over parameter,t, was measured as a function of photodio
bias voltage and signal level as described in the compan
paper5 and taken as empirical input to the theoretical mod
The dynamic response,g, was obtained by calculating th
slope of the empirical signal response5 for a given set of
operating conditions.

The pixel MTF was estimated as in Eq.~B1!. Although
this neglects the irregular shape of the photodiode, it gi
reasonable agreement with empirical results.29,30 The sharp-
ness factor,s, was calculated using Eq.~13!. Figure 5 shows
the sharpness factor for a 127mm pitch pixel as a function of
the Lorentzian~blur! parameter,H. Since the sharpness fac
tor is a rapidly decreasing function ofH, it has a significant
effect on the individual pixel noise even for a system inc
porating a converting screen with relatively high MTF.

FIG. 5. The sharpness factor,s, computed as a function of the Lorentzia
MTF fit parameter~blur!, H, for a 127mm pitch array. The values ofH for
three Lanex screens are indicated.
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TABLE I. Summary of conditions and imager configurations for DQE calculations.

Radiography Fluoroscopy Mammography

Energy~kVp! 110 80 30
Anode Tungsten Tungsten Molybdenum
Filtration 2.75 mm Al 2.75 mm Al 0.03 mm Mo
Exposure range~mR! 0.03–3 0.0001–0.01 0.6–240
Mean exposure~mR! 0.2 0.002 5
Pixel pitch ~mm! 100 200 50
X-ray Converter 70 mg/cm2 Gd2O2S:Tb 70 mg/cm2 Gd2O2S:Tb 34 mg/cm2 Gd2O2S:Tb

150 mg/cm2 CsI:Tl 150 mg/cm2 CsI:Tl 100 mg/cm2 CsI:Tl
250 mg/cm2 CsI:Tl 250 mg/cm2 CsI:Tl
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The additive noise sources were assumed to be inde
dent of signal size and described by Eq.~9a!. The total ad-
ditive noise was determined from measurements perform
in the absence of x rays, with the intrinsic pixel noise calc
lated using Eq.~9c!.

E. The detective quantum efficiency for a flat-panel,
x-ray imaging system

The DQE is an accepted means of characterizing
observer-independent performance of imaging systems51 and
describes the transfer of the signal-to-noise ratio, SN
through the imaging chain. Maximization of the DQE can
adopted as a criterion for system optimization, and the mo
described above is a useful tool for examining the effect
varying system parameters on the DQE.

The cascaded systems model can be used to calculat
frequency-dependent signal, noise, and DQE, but man
the important signal and noise transfer properties~as well as
the maximum achievable performance of the imager! are de-
scribed by the zero-frequency detective quantum efficien
DQE~0!. Such zero-frequency analysis is analogous to i
grating the incident quanta,qi21(x,y), over all space and
applying the input at a single point at stagei ~i.e., it ignores
all blurring processes!. To examine the effect of fill fact
upon DQE~0!, the geometric pixel area,apix

2 , is considered,
with the fill factor then included as a term in the couplin
efficiency. Accounting for fill factor in this manner is valid a
zero spatial frequency, since loss of quanta due to phot
sensitive regions of the pixel is equivalent~at zero fre-
quency!to a simple binomial selection. This process is
cluded as an additional substage in stage 4~coupling
efficiency!, with average gain given by the fill factor. Th
DQE~0! for the entire pixel is then obtained by calculatin
the square of the SNR at stage 5~the presampling stage!in
proportion to that at stage 0 and evaluating the ratio at z
frequency, yielding

DQE~0!5
ḡ1ḡ2ḡ4

11ḡ4~ ḡ21eg2!1
sadd
2

apix
2 q̄0ḡ1ḡ2ḡ4

, ~20!

where ḡ4 now includes the fill factor. For simplicity, the
effects of charge carryover and nonlinearity are assum
negligible. These could be included as described in S
III B 3 and III B 4, respectively, but these effects tend to o
l. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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scure the more fundamental properties governing the D
Analysis of the spatial frequency-dependent DQE of the
ager is beyond the scope of this paper and is the subjec
future investigation.

Potential performance ofa-Si:H imagers is explored by
evaluating the DQE~0!under a variety of clinical applica
tions, imager configurations, and readout modes. Three c
cal applications are considered—radiography, fluorosco
and mammography. Similar to the requirements outlined
Zhao and Rowlands,4 the nominal spectra,47,52 exposure
conditions,53,54 and imager configurations relevant to ea
application are summarized in Table I. For each applicati
the pixel pitch of thea-Si:H array and choice of converte
were selected to give spatial resolution generally consis
with clinical requirements. For each application, the effect
exposure level, amplifier noise, and fill factor on DQE~0!
was investigated for two choices of x-ray converter mater
Gd2O2S:Tb and CsI:Tl.

For both radiography and fluoroscopy, a Gd2O2S:Tb
screen with a coverage of;70 mg/cm2 ~Lanex Regular!was
assumed, whereas for mammography the coverage was;34
mg/cm2. The relatively long afterglow characteristic o
Gd2O2S:Tb converters possibly makes them inappropri
for clinical fluoroscopy, and calculation of DQE~0! under
such conditions assumes a hypothetical converter with qu
tum efficiency, gain, and Poisson excess equivalent to tha
Lanex Regular, neglecting afterglow. The quantum e
ciency of the Gd2O2S:Tb screens was calculated for vario
incident spectra using Eq.~5!, and the quantum gain an
Poisson excess were computed from measured AEDs20 as
described in Sec. III A 2.

In addition, two thicknesses of CsI:Tl screen were chos
for radiography and fluoroscopy:~1! ;150 mg/cm2, corre-
sponding to the thickest input phosphor found in comm
cially available XRIIs,55 and ~2! ;250 mg/cm2, reported by
Wieczorek et al.56 For mammography, a thinner~;100
mg/cm2! screen was assumed. The quantum efficiency of
CsI:Tl converters is computed using Eq.~5!, and the quan-
tum gain and Poisson excess were calculated as describ
Sec. III A 2 using published results.13,22,23

Finally, the performance of a 100mm pitch fluoroscopic
imager was analyzed for two readout modes:~1! ‘‘full-
resolution’’ mode, in which the array is operated as d
scribed above, and~2! ‘‘half-resolution’’ mode, in which two
rows of pixels are simultaneously addressed, reducing
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spatial resolution in one direction but doubling the maximu
frame rate. These readout modes offer the potential of u
the same 100mm pitch array for both radiography~at full-
resolution!and fluoroscopy~at half-resolution!.5

IV. RESULTS

A. Imaging system parameters

The system parameters described in Sec. III A were
culated for a variety of incident x-ray spectra, and the res
~at 90 kVp!are shown in Table II. The quantum efficienc
~ḡ1!, quantum gain~ḡ2!, and Poisson excess (eg2) for three
Lanex screens used in the measurements are shown. F
given kVp, Lanex Fine has the lowest quantum efficien
quantum gain, and Poisson excess, and Lanex Fast-B ha
highest. For higher kVp, the quantum efficiency of ea
screen decreases, while the quantum gain and Poisson e
increase. Also shown are the sharpness factor for each sc
in combination with the 127mm pitch array, the fill factor
~f pd! for the array, and the coupling efficiency of the phot
diodes~ḡ4!.

B. X-ray sensitivity

Figure 6 shows the results of x-ray sensitivity measu
ments for the 127mm pitcha-Si:H array in combination with

FIG. 6. Empirical and theoretical x-ray sensitivity vs peak tube poten
~kVp! for the 127mm pitch array in combination with three Lanex conve
ers in fluoroscopic and radiographic modes. The open circles~s! and
dashed lines correspond to measurements and calculations, respective
radiographic operation, whereas the closed circles~d! and solid lines cor-
respond to fluoroscopic operation.

TABLE II. Imaging system parameters calculated at 90 kVp.

Parameter Lanex Fine Lanex Regular Lanex Fast

ḡ1 0.28 0.47 0.67
ḡ2 600 1250 1420
eg2 410 470 510
s 0.20 0.04 0.02
f pd 0.35 0.35 0.35
ḡ4 0.80 0.80 0.80
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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a variety of x-ray converters. The circles correspond to e
pirical measurements as reported in the companion pap5

and the lines represent theoretical results obtained using
~10!. Reasonable agreement between theory and mea
ment is observed for incident spectra ranging from 70 to 1
kVp. Measurements in fluoroscopic mode show slightly e
hanced x-ray sensitivity consistent with the discussion

l

for

FIG. 7. Empirical and theoretical individual pixel noise vs x-ray exposu
for the 127mm pitch array in combination with~a! Lanex Fine,~b! Lanex
Regular, and~c! Lanex Fast-B in fluoroscopic mode. The four theoretic
curves show the results of calculations which cumulatively include~1! zero-
frequency counting statistics only@Eq. ~14b!#, ~2! the effect of image blur
@Eq. ~12!#, ~3! the effect of image lag@Eq. ~16!#, and~4! ~solid line! all of
these effects and signal nonlinearity@Eq. ~18!#.
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Sec. III A 4 ~substage 4d!. Reasonable agreement was
observed for the x-ray sensitivity measured using a low
resolution array.45

C. Individual pixel noise under x-ray irradiation

The noise measured from individual pixels under x-r
irradiation is shown in Figs. 7~a!, 7~b!, and 7~c!for the 127
mm pitch array in combination with a Lanex Fine, Regul
and Fast-B screen, respectively. These measurements
performed at 90 kVp with the array operated in fluorosco
mode. In each case, the noise~in units of electrons! is plotted
versus exposure~mR!, and the abscissae are very differe
for the three cases due to the differences in gain between
screens. Measurements reported at 0 mR were performe
the dark and correspond to the total additive noise~;5000e!
of the present imaging system. At relatively low exposur
the noise increases as the square root of the exposure
higher signal levels, however, the noise increases less
idly, and as the sensor approaches saturation the nois
duces to the additive noise level.

The individual pixel noise was calculated as a function
exposure for the three screens, and the results are sup
posed in Fig. 7. The curves labeled #1–#4 increment
demonstrate the effect of including image blur, lag, and n
linearity in the pixel noise calculations. Curve #1, calcula
using Eq. ~14b!, overestimates the actual noise becaus
ignores all of these effects. Curve #2, calculated using
~12!, accounts for the effect of image blur, and curve
accounts for the effect of charge carryover by Eq.~16!. Fi-
nally, curve #4~solid line!was calculated using Eq.~18!and
accounts for all of the effects discussed in Sec. III B. Wh
all effects are considered, excellent agreement betw
theory and measurement for three screens across the e
sensitive range of the pixel is observed.

The effect of charge carryover on the individual pix
noise was examined empirically by varying both the mode
array operation~radiographic or fluoroscopic!and the oper-
ating parameters known to affect charge trapping and rele
~such as photodiode bias voltage!. At a given exposure, the
measured noise was lower when the array was operated
roscopically than when operated radiographically, since i
in fluoroscopic mode that charge carryover has an effect
fluoroscopic mode and at a given exposure, the meas
noise was lower for decreased photodiode bias voltage du
increased effects of charge trapping and release. These
servations are consistent with the discussion presente
Sec. III B 3.

D. Detective quantum efficiency

1. Zero-frequency detective quantum efficiency

The consistently good agreement between theoretical
empirical signal and noise results gives confidence that
system is modeled correctly and that the estimated g
spreading, and noise parameters are accurate in descr
the signal and noise performance of the imaging system.
ing Eq. ~20!, calculations of the DQE~0!were performed for
conditions corresponding to the three applications listed
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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Table I for the specified pixel pitch and x-ray converters. I
this way the relative importance of a wide range of syste
parameters was explored in terms of the effect upon DQE~0!.
Figures 8, 9, and 10 show the effect on DQE~0! of exposure
level, additive amplifier noise, and fill factor, respectively.

a. DQE(0): Effect of incident exposure level.Figures

FIG. 8. Calculated DQE~0!vs exposure fora-Si:H imagers in~a! radiogra-
phy, ~b! fluoroscopy, and~c! mammography. The curves labeled ‘‘GOS70,’’
‘‘GOS34,’’ ‘‘CsI 250,’’ ‘‘CsI 150,’’ and ‘‘CsI100’’ correspond to imagers incor-
porating a Gd2O2S:Tb ~70 or 34 mg/cm2! or CsI:TI ~250, 150, or 100
mg/cm2! x-ray converter, respectively. A nominal fill factor of 75% was
assumed, and the intrinsic pixel noise was calculated using Eq.~9c!. An
additive amplifier noise of 1000e was assumed. The dashed curve corre
sponds to the 127mm pitch prototype array in combination with 70 mg/cm2

Gd2O2S:Tb.
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8~a!, 8~b!, and 8~c!show the calculated DQE~0! versus ex-
posure to the detector for conditions corresponding to ra
ography, fluoroscopy, and mammography, respectively. F
each application, a typical range of clinical exposures is i
dicated by vertical dashed lines. The calculated DQE~0! for
pixels in combination with CsI:Tl are generally higher tha
with Gd2O2S:Tb, because the CsI:Tl converters have high
quantum efficiency. In radiography@Fig. 8~a!#, it is evident
that the DQE~0! is limited primarily by the quantum effi-

FIG. 9. Calculated DQE~0! vs additive amplifier noise fora-Si:H imagers in
~a! radiography,~b! fluoroscopy, and~c! mammography at exposures corre
sponding approximately to the mean exposure to the detector for the ap
cation. The curves are labeled as in Fig. 8, and a nominal fill factor of 75
was assumed. The dashed curve corresponds to the 127mm pitch prototype
array in combination with 70 mg/cm2 Gd2O2S:Tb.
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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ciency and Poisson excess of the x-ray converter over t
specified range.

Figure 8~b!shows the calculated DQE~0! under condi-
tions corresponding to fluoroscopy. For the low exposur
typical of this application, the DQE~0! depends strongly on
the amount of incident radiation, and the quantum efficienc
quantum gain, and Poisson excess all have an apprecia
effect on the DQE~0!. Over the range of exposures relevan

li-
FIG. 10. Calculated DQE~0! vs fill factor for a-Si:H imagers in~a! radiog-
raphy, ~b! fluoroscopy, and~c! mammography at exposures correspondin
approximately to the mean exposure to the detector for each applicati
The curves are labeled as in Fig. 8, and amplifier noise of 1000e was
assumed.
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to fluoroscopy, the 250 mg/cm2 CsI:Tl screen gives poore
DQE~0! than the thinner, 150 mg/cm2 screen due to the fac
that although the thicker screen has improved quantum e
ciency, it has lower quantum gain due to self-attenuation
optical quanta.23 These calculations demonstrate the ch
lenging nature of the fluoroscopic application, and optimiz
converters are likely essential in order to provide clinica
acceptable imaging performance.

Figure 8~c!shows the calculated DQE~0! versus exposure
for conditions relevant to mammography. For exposu
above;10 mR, the DQE~0! is limited ~as in radiography!
primarily by the quantum efficiency and Poisson excess
the x-ray converter. Below;1 mR, however, the DQE~0!
degrades rapidly with decreasing exposure~as in fluoros-
copy!.

b. DQE(0): Effect of additive amplifier noise.Figures
9~a!, 9~b!, and 9~c! show the effect of additive amplifie
noise on the DQE~0!. Plotting the DQE~0! in this manner
allows examination of how additive noise degrades ima
performance and suggests a means of identifying the m
mum tolerable additive noise level for a given application.
radiography@Fig. 9~a!#, the DQE~0! degrades slowly with
increasing amplifier noise due to the high incident fluen
and dominance of x-ray quantum noise.

In fluoroscopy@Fig. 9~b!#, the DQE~0! degrades more rap
idly with increasing amplifier noise due to the low incide
fluence. The additive amplifier noise constrains the DQE~0!
of the imager to values considerably less than that ultima
achievable unless the amplifier noise is reduced to lev
below ;1000 e. Once again, the challenging nature of
fluoroscopic application is evident.

Figure 9~c!shows the calculated DQE~0!versus additive
amplifier noise for the case of mammography, where
mean exposure level is;2500 times greater than in fluoros
copy. Although there are considerably more incident quan
the small pixel size necessary for high spatial resolut

FIG. 11. DQE~0! vs exposure for different modes of fluoroscopic imagin
The curves labeled ‘‘200mm’’ and ‘‘100 mm’’ correspond to ‘‘full-
resolution’’ readout of a 200mm pitch imager@as in Fig. 8~b!# and a 100
mm pitch imager, respectively, whereas the curves labeled ‘‘23100 mm’’
correspond to ‘‘half-resolution’’ readout of a 100mm pitch imager.
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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tends to counter the benefit of increased exposure, and
effect of additive amplifier noise on the DQE~0!is somewhat
stronger than in radiography and somewhat weaker tha
fluoroscopy.

c. DQE(0): Effect of pixel fill factor. Figures 10~a!,
10~b!, and 10~c! show the effect of fill factor upon DQE~0!.
Figure 10~a!shows that in radiography, due to the relative
large incident fluence, there is little improvement in DQE~0!
for fill factors above;0.3 for the selected converters. Und
fluoroscopic conditions, however, where the incident fluen
is small, increasing the fill factor has a more apprecia
effect upon DQE~0!, as shown in Fig. 10~b!. Finally, Fig.
10~c! shows that in mammography, where the incident fl
ence is relatively high but the pixel pitch is small, there
considerable improvement in DQE~0!with increasing fill
factors up to;0.5, above which the DQE~0! improves only
marginally.

2. ‘‘Full-resolution’’ and ‘‘half-resolution’’ digital
radiography and fluoroscopy

In many fluoroscopic applications, it is common to inte
rupt the fluoroscopic sequence momentarily in order to
tain a high quality radiograph~e.g., spot film!and then con-
tinue the fluoroscopic sequence. The fact thata-Si:H imagers
can be operated both radiographically and fluoroscopic
suggests an interesting and potentially valuable means of
erating these devices. A 100mm pitch array~suitable for
radiography!could be operated fluoroscopically at ‘‘hal
resolution’’ by addressing pairs of gate lines simultaneous
The half-resolution mode reduces the spatial resolution
one direction but automatically provides higher frame r
~without compromising amplifier bandwidth or ADC resolu
tion!, and the imager could be switched to full-resoluti
mode in order to acquire a high quality~digital spot!radio-
graph. In half-resolution mode, the effective pixel area
doubled, but the additive pixel noise is increased byA2. @An
alternative way of handling image data may be conside
wherein pairs of gate lines are simultaneously addressedand
the signal from adjacent data lines are combined after am
fication. Such a mode of operation effectively quadruples
pixel area, reduces the spatial resolution in both thex andy
directions, and increases the pixel and amplifier noise
A4 andA2, respectively. Examination of Eq.~20! reveals,
however, that this alternative mode of readout~half-
resolution in bothx andy directions!yields DQE~0!equiva-
lent to that for the half-resolution mode~one direction only!
described above. For purposes of discussion, only the h
resolution mode~one direction!is considered.#Therefore,
considering only the pixel and amplifier noise components
the additive noise,

sadd
2 'spix

2 1samp
2 ~full-resolution mode!, ~21a!

and

sadd
2 '2spix

2 1samp
2 ~half-resolution mode!. ~21b!

The tradeoff between increased pixel area and increased
ditive noise is such that the net effect is an improved~zero-
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frequency!signal-to-noise ratio. The full-resolution perfo
mance of 100 mm pitch imagers under radiograph
conditions is as discussed above@Figs. 8~a!, 9~a!, and 10~a!#,
and that for 200mm pitch imagers under fluoroscopic co
ditions is as shown in Figs. 8~b!, 9~b!, and 10~b!. The
DQE~0! for a 100 mm pitch imager operated in half
resolution mode can be similarly calculated using Eqs.~20!
and ~21b!.

Figure 11 shows the DQE~0! versus exposure for 100mm
pitch imagers in half-resolution mode in comparison to fu
resolution operation of 100 and 200mm pitch imagers unde
fluoroscopic conditions. The nominal parameters assume
the calculations are the same as in Fig. 8~b!. The three curves
for each configuration correspond to full- and half-resolut
modes of operation for arrays with different pixel pitch. T
half-resolution case~‘‘23100 mm’’! shows improved
DQE~0! compared to full-resolution operation of the sam
array~‘‘100 mm’’! and approaches the ‘‘200mm’’ case. This
analysis is useful, since it describes the extent to which
same 100mm pitch imager could be used for both~half-
resolution!fluoroscopy and~full-resolution! radiography by
switching between two modes of readout.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Cascaded systems modeling provides a useful mean
characterizing the signal and noise properties ofa-Si:H im-
aging systems. Sufficiently general to describe a wide ra
of imager configurations and exposure conditions, the mo
has been used to analyze the performance of existing sys
and to explore the potential performance of hypothetical
aging systems.

The model describes the signal characteristics of the
mm pitch imager with reasonable accuracy as demonstr
by the agreement between theoretical and empirical x
sensitivity ~Fig. 6!. The model is quite robust in this regar
giving good agreement between theory and measuremen
a wide range of energies, x-ray converters, modes of op
tion, and array designs. Similarly, the model accurately
scribes the empirical individual pixel noise, accounting
effects such as image blur, image lag, and signal nonlinea
~Fig. 7!. The good agreement between theoretical and
pirical signal and noise supports the hypothesis that
model can be used to predict properties such as DQE.

A powerful incentive for the development of theoretic
models describing the signal and noise properties of an
aging system is to allow an examination of the poten
performance of hypothetical systems. With the cascaded
tems model presented in this paper, an initial theoretical
vestigation of the DQE~0! performance ofa-Si:H imaging
technology in radiography, fluoroscopy, and mammogra
has been reported~Figs. 8–11!. Although the results are r
stricted to zero frequency, they nevertheless demons
many important considerations. In radiography, the DQE~0!
is limited primarily by the quantum efficiency of the x-ra
converter and suggests thata-Si:H imagers could provide
imaging performance comparable or superior to exist
screen-film and computed radiography systems. For
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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ample, the DQE~0!for ana-Si:H imager employing a Lanex
Regular converter is comparable to that measured
screen-film57,58and computed radiography59 systems, and the
DQE~0! for ana-Si:H imager employing CsI:Tl is consider
ably higher. Furthermore, since CsI:Tl converters can be f
ricated in columnar structures which help reduce the spr
of optical quanta, such channeled-light converters can
made quite thick~to improve the quantum efficiency! with-
out gross reduction of MTF. To realize the potential of AM
FPIs incorporating channeled CsI:Tl converters, howev
technical issues such as uniformity over large area remai
be resolved.

Fluoroscopy represents a more challenging application
indirect detection AMFPIs due to the relatively low numb
of input x-ray quanta per frame. Although the DQE~0! is
ultimately limited by the quantum efficiency of the x-ra
converter at high exposures, the calculations predict that
DQE~0! for a-Si:H imagers, as modeled, is constrained
system parameters such as quantum gain, fill factor, and
ditive noise at low exposures. The DQE reported for co
mercial XRIIs23,55,60suggests that such fluoroscopic image
are limited by the quantum efficiency of the input phosph
~at the selected exposures!, and it remains to be seen wheth
fully optimized flat-panel imagers can provide compara
performance. Indirect detection AMFPIs possess a numbe
pertinent advantages over XRIIs, such as thin profile a
absence of image distortion and glare, and developmen
higher fill factor arrays and low-noise amplifiers would ce
tainly augment their application in fluoroscopy. Furthermo
the possibility of using a single~e.g., 100mm pitch! imager
for both radiography and fluoroscopy as described in S
IV D 2 presents a potentially promising aspect of the te
nology, especially in environments where the imaging ta
routinely and rapidly switches between real-time fluorosco
and radiography~e.g., spot film!. Furthermore, the image
could provide high-resolution fluoroscopy of regions of i
terest using a ‘‘digital zoom’’5 in which a portion of the
array is addressed at high frame rate and full resolution.

Finally, full-field mammography represents a potent
field of application fora-Si:H imagers, and the DQE~0! cal-
culated for a hypothetical, 50mm pitch imager is comparable
or superior to existing screen-film and CCD-bas
imagers.61,62 However, a number of design issues remain
be explored before clinically usefula-Si:H imagers can be
developed for mammography. For example, there is a ne
sary tradeoff between pixel pitch and fill factor for arra
incorporating a discrete photodiode design.63 A potential so-
lution is to develop arrays incorporating a continuous pho
diode design.63,64Such arrays could provide sufficiently fin
pixel pitch with fill factor near unity, although charge sha
ing between neighboring pixels may result in reduced pi
MTF.63 As in fluoroscopy, development of low-noise amp
fiers represents a beneficial and perhaps necessary ste
ward the application of such imagers and is the subjec
ongoing research.

Cascaded systems modeling provides a tool for explor
imager optimization by examining the effect of varying th
system parameters upon DQE. By exploring the achieva
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parameters in an iterative fashion, an imager configura
which maximizes DQE for a given set of exposure con
tions and imaging task can be determined. This allows on
estimate the performance of an imager configuration be
committing time and expense to actual construction. For
ample, the important tradeoffs between quantum efficien
quantum gain, Poisson excess, and MTF of the converter
be explored in terms of the effect upon system DQE. Si
larly, the relative effect of pixel pitch, fill factor, and additiv
electronic noise upon DQE can be investigated. Of cours
is the spatial frequency-dependent DQE which should
considered in system optimization in order to account for
spatial effects~e.g., blurring or aliasing!of varying the sys-
tem parameters. Measurement of the spatial frequen
dependent signal and noise properties ofa-Si:H imagers and
comparison to theoretical results are underway.

The general model reported in this paper could be use
describe the imaging properties of a wide variety of indir
detection AMFPIs. Empirical and theoretical results ha
been shown for an array with pixels consisting of a photo
ode in combination with a TFT~photodiode1TFT!, but the
general model could also apply to array designs which inc
porate a photodiode1single2,65,66 or dual67 diode, or a
phototransistor1TFT68 as well as those which employ a co
tinuous photodiode layer.63 The general system paramete
represented in the QAD of Fig. 3 could characterize the p
formance of these systems, with the additive electronic no
for a given system represented by a single, general te
sadd
2 . A modified cascaded systems model could be app

to imagers which detect incident x rays directly, such
those employing a continuous photoconductive layer.4,69The
generality of the theoretical approach therefore provides
only a means of predicting and optimizing the performan
of a given system, but it also provides an objective mean
comparing the potential performance of different imagi
systems.
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APPENDIX A: NOISE POWER SPECTRUM

Using Eqs.~2a!, ~2b!, and~2c!, the NPS at the output o
each stage in the QAD can be calculated,

S1~u,v !5ḡ1
2S0~u,v !1q̄0ḡ1~12ḡ1!5q̄0ḡ1 ,

S2~u,v !5ḡ2
2S1~u,v !1ḡ1sg2

2 q̄0 .
~A1!

Writing the gain-variance in terms of the Poisson exc
gives
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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S2~u,v !5q̄0ḡ1ḡ2~ ḡ2111eg2!, ~A2!

S3~u,v !5~S2~u,v !2q̄0ḡ1ḡ2!T3
2~u,v !1q̄0ḡ1ḡ2

5@ q̄0ḡ1ḡ2~ ḡ2111eg2!2q̄0ḡ1ḡ2#T3
2~u,v !

1q̄0ḡ1ḡ2

5q̄0ḡ1ḡ2@11~ ḡ21eg2!T3
2~u,v !#, ~A3!

S4~u,v !5ḡ4
2S3~u,v !1q̄0ḡ1ḡ2ḡ4~12ḡ4!

5q̄0ḡ4
2ḡ1ḡ2@11~ ḡ21eg2!T3

2~u,v !#

1q̄0ḡ1ḡ2ḡ4~12ḡ4!

5q̄0ḡ1ḡ2ḡ4@11ḡ4~ ḡ21eg2!T3
2~u,v !#. ~A4!

Finally, for the presampling NPS at stage 5 of the imag
chain, we have

S5~u,v !5S4~u,v !apd
4 T5

2~u,v !1Sadd~u,v !

5apd
4 q̄0ḡ1ḡ2ḡ4@11ḡ4~ ḡ21eg2!T3

2~u,v !#

3T5
2~u,v !1Sadd~u,v !, ~A5!

where a square photodiode with a sampling aperture ofapd is
assumed.

APPENDIX B: INDIVIDUAL PIXEL NOISE

The variance in pixel signal at stage 5 of the imagi
chain is given by the integral ofS5(u,v) over the frequency
domain:

sN5
2 5E

2`

1`E
2`

1`

S5~u,n!dudn

5apd
4 q̄0ḡ1ḡ2ḡ4E

2`

1`E
2`

1`

@11ḡ4~ ḡ21eg2!T3
2~u,n!#

3T5
2~u,n!dudn1E

2`

1`E
2`

1`

Sadd~u,n!dudn

5apd
4 q̄0ḡ1ḡ2ḡ4F E

2`

1`E
2`

1`

T5
2~u,n!dudn1ḡ4~ ḡ21eg2!

3E
2`

1`E
2`

1`

T3
2~u,n!T5

2~u,n!dudnG1sadd
2 .

Assuming a square photodiode, the pixel MTF may be
proximated by a sinc function:10

T5~u,v !5usinc~apdu!sinc~apdn!u ~B1!

so that

E
2`

1`E T5
2~u,n!dudn5

1

apd
2 . ~B2!

Therefore, the variance can be written as
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sN5
2 5apd

2 q̄0ḡ1ḡ2ḡ4F11ḡ4~ ḡ21eg2!apd
2

3E
2`

1`E T3
2~u,n!T5

2~u,n!dudnG1sadd
2 .

It is convenient to define a ‘‘sharpness factor,’’s:

s[apd
2 E

2`

1`E T3
2~u,n!T5

2~u,n!dudn, ~B3!

which depends on the MTFs of the converting screen and
photodiode. Note that the sharpness factor has va
0<s<1, wheres is unity for the case of an ideal convert
@i.e., for T3(u,v)51#. The relation for the individual pixe
variance therefore reduces to

sN5
2 5apd

2 q̄0ḡ1ḡ2ḡ4@11ḡ4~ ḡ21eg2!s#1sadd
2 . ~B4!

APPENDIX C: THE EFFECT OF CHARGE
CARRYOVER ON INDIVIDUAL PIXEL NOISE

When the imager is operated in fluoroscopic mode, cha
carryover affects the individual pixel noise by correlati
information between frames. A deterministic model simi
to that reported by Matsunagaet al.44 relates the pixel vari-
ance with the fraction of trapped charge,t. The parameters o
interest are shown schematically in Fig. 5 and described
Sec. III B 3. The model is deterministic in that it conside
the magnitude oft to be constant for a given set of operatin
conditions and does not account for possible fluctuation
this parameter. Such fluctuations are assumed negligible,
the analysis below illustrates the effect of charge carryo
on individual pixel noise.

The amount of charge available for readout from then
11)th frame is

Q~n11!5G~n11!1Nint~n11!1~Q~n!2R~n!!. ~C1!

Since the external noise source@Next(n)# is not affected by the
charge trapping mechanism, the associated varia
sNext(n)
2 , will be independent of the parametert. Therefore,

the termNext(n) can be ignored in the following derivation
and the variancesNext(n)

2 will be added in quadrature with th

result. Therefore, the charge read out of the pixel~ignoring
the external noise source!is

R~n!5~12t !Q~n! . ~C2!

The system is assumed to be in signal equilibrium, so
Q(n)
2 5 Q(n11)

2 andR(n)
2 5 R(n11)

2 . Furthermore, the quantitie
G(n11), Q(n) , Nint(n) , andNext(n) are assumed to be indepe
dent ~G(n)Q(n)5G(n) Q(n), etc., andNint(n) andNext(n) have
zero mean (Nint(n)5Next(n)50). For a general variable,X,
the variance can be written as

sX
25X22X̄2. ~C3!

Therefore the variance in signal read from individual pix
is

sR~n!

2 5R~n!
2 2R~n!

2.
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The purpose of the following derivation is to determine th
variance as a function of the parametert. Equation~C2! im-
plies

R~n!5~12t !Q~n!,

R~n!
2 5~12t !2Q~n!

2 .

Therefore, the pixel variance may be written as

sR~n!

2 5~12t !2Q~n!
2 2R~n!

2. ~C4!

To findQ(n)
2 , we first consider Eq.~C1!,

Q~n11!5G~n11!1Nint~n11!1Q~n!2R~n!

5G~n11!1Q~n!2R~n!,

which implies

R~n!5G~n11!

for a system in signal equilibrium. To findQ(n)
2 , we again use

Eq. ~C1! and write

Q~n11!
2 5G~n11!

2 12G~n11!Nint~n11!12G~n11!Q~n!

22G~n11!R~n!1Nint~n11!
2 12Nint~n11!Q~n!

22Nint~n11!R~n!1Q~n!
2 22R~n! Q~n!1R~n!

2

5G~n11!
2 12G~n11!Q~n!22G~n11!R~n!

1Nint~n11!
2 1Q~n!

2 22R~n! Q~n!1R~n!
2 .

Using Eq.~C2!, this expression may be written explicitly i
terms of the factort. Assuming signal equilibrium and usin
Eqs.~C2! and ~C3! again yields

Q~n!
2 5G~n11!

2 12tG~n11!Q~n!1Nint~n11!
2 1t2Q~n!

2

5
1

12t2
~G~n11!

2 12tG~n11!Q~n!1Nint~n11!
2 !

5
sG~n!

2

~12t !~11t !
1

Nint~n11!
2

~12t !~11t !
1

R~n!
2

~12t !2
.

Substituting this into Eq.~C4! for the variance yields

sR~n!

2 5S 12t

11t D ~sG~n!

2 1Nint~n11!
2 !1R~n!

22R~n!
2

5S 12t

11t D ~sG~n!

2 1Nint~n11!
2 !.

Finally, the variance,sNext(n)
2 , due to independent externa

noise sources can be added to the result, and since

Nint~n11!
2 5sNint~n11!

2 1Nint~n11!
25sNint~n11!

2 ,

the pixel variance may be written as

sR~n!

2 5S 12t

11t D ~sG~n!

2 1sNint~n!

2 !1sNext~n!

2 . ~C5!
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In the limit of zero lag~t50! Eq. ~C5! is equivalent to Eq.
~12!. In the case of nonzero lag, however, the pixel varia
is suppressed due to charge carryover between frames
shown in Refs. 5 and 28, the parametert is a function of
applied photodiode bias voltage and signal level.
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